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Though occasionally criticised
1
, the constructionist approach has become an 

increasingly powerful tool for analysing various aspects of social life. Beginning in the 1960s, 

the study of the social construction of public problems has thus established that not only the 

construction of social enemies is important in political terms but also it is essential to the very 

defining of the mainstream society and to the further maintenance of its cohesion
2
. These two 

functions are so strongly interrelated that it is not possible anymore to address the political 

aspect of the process while ignoring its social one. In other words, the political benefits that 

may result from the implementation of hard coercive policies on allegedly threatening social 

figures should not be dissociated from the fact that ‘civilized’ societies may confirm their own 

sense of unitary consensus on the grounds of their contemplation of outcasts
3
.  

Yet, these socially constructed outcasts cannot be efficiently excluded from the 

mainstream society unless they become the object of a rupture process, liable to draw a clear 

line between the perpetrators of the allegedly threatening acts and the rest of the community
4
, 

as part of a process of establishing guilt. This rupture process allows, moreover, expelling all 

the moral ambiguity from the coercive measures to be adopted against the wrongdoers and 

from the values thus defended. It is the exclusion of the ‘other’ from the mainstream society 

that allows the unreserved implementation on him/her of a series of coercive measures, going 

from various control devices to detention, torture and even death
5
. Moreover, the binary logic 

this exclusion rests upon is also a useful hegemonic device due to its ability to simplify 

complex issues. In setting up the ‘other’ as a “hyper-signifier of all that is bad and immoral”
6
, 

it hushes the complex causes of his/her actions and, hence, avoids putting any possible blame 

on the mainstream society.  

Studies on the social construction of public problems have furthermore drawn 

attention to the important place held by the media in the framing of these problems
7
. Far from 

playing a mere informational role, the media are actively involved in the shaping of the public 

debate on social issues, as part of the circle of primary and secondary definers and claims 

makers out of which public problems are socially constructed. Therefore, the media coverage 

of public problems can be seen as “a socially constructed representation of reality and as an 

arena of problem construction in which struggles to designate and define public problems are 

waged”
8
. Media discourses on controversial social issues are thus integrated into a process of 

social construction of public problems that, on the one hand, involves various social groups 

and institutions struggling to promote their own values and interests, while, on the other, it 

obtains its optimum effect when it implies the mutual reinforcement of public discourses and 

policies. 

 In the specific case of the press coverage of sports crowd disorder, many scholars have 

highlighted how the regular adoption of a deviance amplification process has contributed to 

the construction of a threatening-football-hooligan figure that, in turn, justified the 

increasingly hard policing of football fans
9
. Observed in many European countries

10
, this 

process has been widely put into practice in the UK, where ever since the 1970s one of the 
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main features of the press coverage of the football hooligans has been the adoption of a 

deviance amplification process and the subsequent representation of the wrongdoers 

following a strictly binary logic
11

.  

However, the ‘otherness’-related media discursive strategies this process rests upon 

have not been extensively studied yet. This paper aims therefore to address this issue by 

analysing the current media representation of the football hooligans in the UK. For this 

purpose, it will rely on a series of elements borrowed from a thematic content analysis of the 

British press discourses on football hooliganism during the 2000 European Football 

Championship. This tournament is chosen because it was characterized by a low degree of 

violence, as first acknowledged the authorities of the host countries
12

 and, later on, pointed 

out one scholar
13

. The data come from all articles published on this issue by the following 

daily and Sunday nationally distributed upmarket newspapers: The Times, The Guardian, The 

Independent, The Observer, The Sunday Times. Tabloids are not included for they are not 

believed to be important in the shaping of the decision makers’ opinion. The aforementioned 

newspapers have different political affiliations, constituting thus a representative sample of 

the information offered by the broadsheet press on that matter. Among them are two centre 

right newspapers (The Times, The Sunday Times) and three left-wing/centre left ones (The 

Guardian, The Observer, The Independent). The sample includes articles published in both 

the Main and Sports sections of the aforementioned newspapers during the tournament (10 

June-2 July 2000). A total of 222 articles were identified and analysed. Most of them were 

referring to the incidents that had occurred in Brussels and Charleroi.  

The previous framing of the issue 

 Since the mid-1960s, the football hooliganism has become the object of a regularly 

media-fuelled moral panic and a subsequent claim for hardening the repression of the 

wrongdoers. Reflecting the growing concern of the conservative people about the working-

class youth’s anti-social behaviour and their demand to re-establish law and order
14

, the claim 

for stricter social control was relayed and eventually legitimised by the press through the 

adoption of some stereotyped modes of representing the football fans. This specific 

representation of the issue sought mainly to establish the necessary to the introduction of any 

new coercive policy us/them dichotomy.  

The ever since widely used binary representation of football hooligans has namely 

relied on the broad and repetitive diffusion of the irrationality and bestiality themes as well as 

on the total dissociation of football hooligans from their historical context
15

. In the former 

case, football hooligans were seen as particularly dangerous for either they were acting under 

the influence of conscience-altering substances (alcohol, drugs) or they were simply denied 

full mental faculties. Therefore, their dangerousness was not solely linked to the outcome of 

their acts, with regard to human victims and/or material damages, but also, and above all, to 

the very origin of their behaviour, which was believed to result from an unknown irrational 

impulse that made it incomprehensible, unpredictable and, ultimately, uncontrollable.  When 

it became widely accepted, the irrationality thesis, which excluded any possible sensible 

communication between football hooligans and the rest of the community, made any long-

term preventive policy pointless and inevitably led to the admittance of security policies as 

the only possible answer to such a social threat.  

The binary representation of football hooligans was further strengthened due to the 

regular use of the bestiality theme, according to which football hooligans were not belonging 

to the human race because their behavioural patterns were seen as closer to animal rather than 
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human norms. The subsequent denial of any possible ingroup status implied also the 

destitution of the right to have any right at all
16

. Rights cannot be possessed by animals for 

they are intrinsically linked to human dignity. As long then as they are presented as unable to 

think, feel and react like ordinary humans, football hooligans can be easily excluded from the 

rest of the community and denied even their civil rights and liberties
17

. Henceforth, these 

animal-like wrongdoers can be either subjected to harder than usual coercive measures or can 

even be excluded from the ordinary legal framework to fall under exceptional rules without 

raising any critics at all.  

To draw even more firmly the line between football hooligans and the rest of the 

community, the press have usually dissociated them from their social context. On the one 

hand, the press reports have regularly sought to distinguish football hooligans from the 

allegedly ‘genuine’ football fans. On the other hand, this denial of group membership went 

beyond the sports world to cover the whole society. Not only journalists avoided mentioning 

the prevailing working-class origin of the football fans but also they avoided establishing any 

causal link between the socio-economic position of the football fans and their violent 

behaviour, while trying to cast doubts on the very possible existence of such a link. As the 

credibility of such a position required the hushing of any counter-argument, the reported in 

the press sociological explanations of the phenomenon were limited to simplistic approaches, 

according to which football hooliganism was due to the weakening of family control, to urban 

reforms in the post-war British cities, to the increase in the wages of football players, or to the 

fact that football hooligans simply loved fighting
18

. 

The present representation 

 The analysis of the British press discourses on football hooliganism during the 2000 

European Football Championship uncovered that the football hooligans keep on being the 

object of a discursive construction of the ‘otherness’ following a strict binary logic.  

Presently, the us/them dichotomy relies on a double rupture, i.e. a cultural and 

biological one, which creates the impression of a multilevel pathological state. The 

stigmatization of the divergence from the dominant behavioural pattern, expressed through 

the frequent use of terms such as “thugs”, “yobs” and “louts”, is therefore integrated into and 

eventually reinforced by the stigmatization of the divergence from the mental health 

standards. Hence, football hooligans are constantly presented as irrational, either because they 

act under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or because they suffer from some vague mental 

deficiency. They are thus qualified as “idiots”
19

, “mindless”
20

, “warp-minded”, “simpletons 

and cretins” or “sots and oafs”
21

, who form a “drunken thuggery”
22

 that is furthermore 

“fuelled by drugs”
23

.  

 The analysis did not reveal any coupling of the irrationality theme with the bestiality 

one. However, the dangerousness of this irrational behaviour is further strengthened by 

another strategy that seeks to put forward a ‘Dr Jekyll and Hyde’ image of the football fans. 

The press reporting focuses then on the “surprisingly middle-aged and well-heeled” fans
24

 to 

denounce the regular transformation of allegedly respectable and comfortably off citizens into 

violent thugs. In the 2000 European Football Championship context, this image relied heavily 

on information released by British senior police officers with regard to the occupations of the 

English fans expelled by the Belgian authorities. It was thus mentioned that amidst these 

deported fans were some barristers, bankers, public-service workers, firemen, accountants and 

insurance clerks
25

. The fact that this image should be considered as mere evidence is further 

corroborated by another columnist reporting the view of a Turkish migrant living in Brussels: 
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“I think that many of the British hooligans have good jobs and education. I cannot understand 

why [they are involved in violent incidents]”
26

. Yet, this apparently solid image of the social 

position of the football hooligans is highly problematic. First, the presence of such 

‘respectable citizens’ among the football hooligans cannot be fully assessed unless we know 

the rate they represented among the deported fans. But this information is not revealed. 

Furthermore, though almost all newspapers studied here mention the heavy-handed tactics of 

the Belgian police, denounced for deporting even innocent fans
27

, no association is made 

between the two facts
28

. Even when the ‘wealthy hooligan’ thesis is called into question by a 

journalist pointing out that “most [of football hooligans] were unemployed or in unskilled 

jobs”
29

, this remark does not imply any further analysis for it is finally assumed that 

“hooligans indulge in violence because they find it exciting”
30

. Yet, the diffusion of this 

image accredits implicitly the irrationality thesis as this violent behaviour seems to mark a 

rupture in an otherwise normal life, representing thus the inmost fear of every single person, 

i.e. to become victim of uncontrollable impulses, and the extreme threat to every social group, 

i.e. to regularly become victim of such a ‘meaningless’ violence.  

 However meaningless it may be perceived, this violence is linked to some aggravating 

factors. Apart from the omni-present heavy-drinking one, the most frequently mentioned 

factor is the downmarket press discourse that constantly fuels the nationalist and racist beliefs 

of the football fans, “who, regretting that we no longer rule the world, want us to control the 

penalty area”
31

. The alleged negative influence of the “columnists who write of football as a 

matter of life and death”
32

 is further reinforced by the role played on that matter by 

politicians: the Thatcher era “legitimised macho yobbery” while excessive liberalism 

contributed to the “breakdown of social respect and the collapse of the principle of duty”
33

. It 

is noteworthy that the reporting of these allegedly aggravating factors is never coupled with 

any socio-political analysis of the phenomenon. Football hooligans remain cut off their 

historical context. At the best, they are seen as passive instruments of a tabloid-diffused 

chauvinist and xenophobic ideology. Sports crowd disorder is thus dissociated from the 

widening socio-economic exclusion of several social strata and its subsequent effect on urban 

violence. The omission of the socio-economic facets of the phenomenon and the focussing on 

external aggravating factors, such as the consumption of alcohol and the nationalism-fuelling 

downmarket press discourses, allow the upmarket press to reject any broader social 

responsibility for the genesis and/or the development of the phenomenon. Football hooligans 

remain thus ‘social aliens’ and football hooliganism is nothing more but a threatening 

behaviour that must be put under control by all means. 

 The abovementioned findings reveal a significant continuity between the previous and 

the current press coverage of the issue. Most of the key strategies of representing football 

hooliganism in 2000 were already featuring in the previous framing of the issue. The first 

major difference, i.e. the absence of the bestiality theme, should be arguably related with the 

fact that this theme has been usually put forward by tabloids and, therefore, was not expected 

to be found here. The second difference, i.e. the denouncing of the tabloid press nationalist 

discourses, is indeed a recent feature of the upmarket press coverage of the issue but its 

impact is fairly limited. As a matter of fact, it does not call into question the previous framing 

of the issue insofar as the inclusion of a new external aggravating factor strengthens the 

dismissal of any possible causal link between the phenomenon and the very functioning of the 

mainstream society.  

 What is striking, however, is the fact that the 2000 press discourses are not related to 

any significantly violent incidents. It seems, therefore, that the press have adopted a static 

representation of the issue over the last forty years, regardless of the effective dangerousness 
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of the phenomenon. Furthermore, as the analysis did not reveal any significant differences 

between the newspapers studied here, this persistent reproduction of the socially-alien-

threatening-football hooligan image is to a great extent independent from the political 

affiliation of each newspaper. Arguably, this trans-political, stereotyped representation of the 

issue cannot be dissociated from the increasingly important place held by internal security 

issues in general in both domestic and EU political agendas. In this respect, the 2000 press 

discourses on football hooliganism should be closely associated with the current public 

discourses on several internal security issues, such as immigration, petty crime, juvenile 

delinquency and urban violence, being thus part of a broader process of securitization of 

many societal issues in the EU countries
34

. Yet, at the same time, the maintaining of a social 

enemy beyond any effective threat assessment cannot be fully understood unless it is seen as 

part of an identity defining process of the contemporary British society. Already highlighted 

by many scholars
35

, this ongoing process seems then to impede any revising of the pre-

established domestic threatening figures for the calling into question of what is arguably one 

of the key oppositional patterns of this collective identity may end up jeopardising the internal 

cohesion of the community.  
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